Declaration of Conformity

Document Number: 126

Manufacturer: NKT Photonics A/S
Address: Blokken 84
          DK-3460, Birkerød, Denmark

Product Series: SuperK Accessories
Product names: EXTEND-UV, SELECT, VARIA, LLTF (IR/VIS), COMMAND,
               External RF Driver, USB to RS485

Part Numbers: A351-, A(N)203-, A901-, A(N)301-, A(N)371-, A(N)911-

Directives
The indicated product is in correspondence with the following regulations of the European Councils:
2014/30/EU: EMC Directive

Harmonised standards
Specifications with which conformity is declared
EN 61326-1:2013: Electrical equipment for measurement, control and laboratory use – EMC
requirements – Part 1: General requirements

NKT Photonics A/S hereby declare that the equipment named has been designed, tested and found to
comply with the relevant sections of the above referenced specifications. The unit complies with all
essential requirements of the directives.
This declaration is issued under sole legal responsibility of NKT Photonics A/S.

Name       Christian Vestergaard Poulsen
Position   Chief Technology Officer

1/12-2019                                      Signature
Date of Issue
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